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The Florida Podcast Network’s mission is celebrating Florida
one local voice at a time.

 
Advertising with us is the opportunity your brand is looking for. 

Team up with us and showcase your brand through the
“Voice of Florida”!!
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Become Part of

The Voice of Florida!

Florida’s Freshest Personalities
A random mix of Florida’s movers and shakers join 

Gerard on the Fresh Mix mic to talk about 
anything and everything under the sun. From 

authors to activists, from business owners to ball 
players, and everything in-between, you never 

quite know who will be in the mix. But, it’s 
guaranteed to be fresh and keep you in the know 

with Florida’s latest!

To say Gerard is a man familiar with the 
power of words is an understatement. 

An attorney of over 20 years with a 
mastery of transactional law, Gerard 

now heads up GL Esquire Consulting in 
Miami, Florida, and is a political 

commentator, writer, and satirist. He’s 
also an avid table tennis player!

Hosted by Gerard Legagneur

The buzz has begun - just from Gerard’s welcome episode!

Enjoyed it so much! I will 
definitely listen each time.
~Liz

I rarely find the time to listen to 
podcasts. But I am going to 
make the time to listen to this!
~Laure

This was fantastic. A fabulous 
intro episode! Best wishes for 
continued success.
~Nini

Click here for the FMP Sizzle Reel!
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Advantages for you:

🌴 A podcast lives forever, and your commercial does too!

🌴 Local podcasts reach a very dedicated, motivated niche audience.

🌴 Podcast advertising generates up to 4.4x better brand recall than other digital ads, 
according to a 2018 study by Midroll.

🌴 We will help you reach your local customers!

Your ad package includes:

🌴 Custom designed ad campaign, including a host-read audio spot in each episode.

🌴 Banner ads on Florida Podcast Network’s website.

🌴 One social media promotion per episode on Fresh Mix and Florida Podcast Network’s 
accounts.

🌴 Note on our "Low Conflict Policy": No more than one competitor in your direct vertical 
will be placed on the same episode.

Become Part of

The Voice of Florida!

Florida’s Freshest Personalities

YOU have the brand.
WE have the expertise and platform.

Our Team:

10+ 30+ 1600+
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Become Part of

The Voice of Florida!

More information: FPN Advertising and Sponsorship

Florida Podcast Network

Advertising Guidelines

Network Sponsorship and Advertising showcases your brand through the 
“Voice of Florida”!!

Title Sponsorship includes: ($200/episode)
🔶 Your name is repeated during the show and in our promotions:

"The Fresh Mix Podcast brought to you by [Your Brand Name]."
🔶 The first audio ad placement in each episode.
🔶 Your name will be included in all press releases about the respective show.
🔶 Three banner ads:

○ One on the respective show's portfolio page on the Florida Podcast 
Network website

○ One on the specific episode’s show notes
○ One on the Florida Podcast Network website’s homepage

🔶 The show notes for every episode will be labeled with language similar to 
"The Fresh Mix Podcast brought to you by [Your Name]." These show notes are 
sent out to all the affiliate websites, expanding your presence across the 
internet.

🔶 One social media promotion per episode on Instagram, Facebook, and 
Twitter.

🔶 "No Conflict Policy": No competitor in your direct vertical will be placed on 
the same episode.

Premier Sponsorship includes: ($180/episode)
🔶 One audio spot per episode. FPN works with you to design the type of ad spot 

that will best promote your product. Hear examples of ad spots at:
FloridaPodcastNetwork.com/SampleAds | FlintStoneMedia.com/SampleAds

🔶 One banner ad on the specific episode’s show notes
🔶 One social media promotion per week on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter.
🔶 "No Conflict Policy": No competitor in your direct vertical will be placed on 

the same episode.

Click here for FPN’s 

FULL Media Kit!
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